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Abstract

Gender bias appears in many neural ma-
chine translation (NMT) models and com-
mercial translation software. Research has
become more aware of this problem in re-
cent years and there has been work on miti-
gating gender bias. However, the challenge
of addressing gender bias in NMT per-
sists. This work utilizes a controlled text
generation method, Future Discriminators
for Generation (FUDGE), to reduce the so-
called Speaking As gender bias. This bias
emerges when translating from English to
a language that openly marks the gender
of the speaker. We evaluate the model on
MuST-SHE, a challenge set to specifically
evaluate gender translation. The results
demonstrate improvements in the transla-
tion accuracy of the feminine terms.

1 Introduction

When we talk about gender bias in neural machine
translation (NMT), the first issue that comes to
mind is stereotyping, e.g. associating the profes-
sion doctor with the male pronoun and nurse with
the female pronoun. While this example does il-
lustrate a clear instance of gender bias, Hardmeier
et al. (2021) highlight that it is crucial to recognize
that gender bias can manifest in various forms. It
becomes essential to determine precisely what is
considered harmful, the manner in which it is per-
ceived as harmful, and the specific individuals or
groups affected (Savoldi et al., 2021).

Current research on mitigating gender bias
in MT often focuses on gender stereotypes
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Figure 1: This work focuses on the Speaking As
bias emerging when translating from English to
a language that openly marks the gender of the
speaker as here in Italian for instance: sono si-
curo/a ... which translates to “I’m certain ...”

(Stanovsky et al., 2019), translation errors due to
speaker gender (Vanmassenhove et al., 2018), or
pronoun translation (Loáiciga et al., 2017; Jwala-
puram et al., 2020). Furthermore, the proposed
methods are often only evaluated on BLEU (Pa-
pineni et al., 2002). However, BLEU evaluates
on word level and is rather insensitive to specific
linguistic phenomena that only affect a few words
(Sennrich, 2017).

In this paper, we apply a controlled text genera-
tion method, Future Discriminators for Generation
(FUDGE) (Yang and Klein, 2021), to mitigate the
gender bias that arises when translating from En-
glish, a language that marks gender only on pro-
nouns, to Italian, a language that openly marks the
gender of the speaker in specific contexts. FUDGE
has demonstrated its capabilities on many con-
trolled text generation tasks, e.g. poetry couplet
completion, topic-controlled language generation,
and machine translation formality change. We fur-
ther explore FUDGE’s performance on a gender-
controlled machine translation task.

Furthermore, instead of solely relying on BLEU



(Papineni et al., 2002) as an evaluation metric, we
evaluate on MuST-SHE (Savoldi et al., 2022),
a novel gender translation challenge set that was
built on manually annotated test sets and is specifi-
cally designed to measure the translation accuracy
of gendered expressions. FUDGE demonstrates
improvements in several feminine gender terms’
translation accuracy.1

2 Bias Statement

In this paper, we explore how to mitigate the mis-
translation of feminine gender terms into mascu-
line forms when translating from English to a lan-
guage that openly marks the gender of the speaker.
When an NMT system systematically assumes the
gender of the speaker is male, this will cause repre-
sentational harm, resulting in frequent translation
errors for female speakers.

We borrow the systematic classification pro-
posed by Dinan et al. (2020), which classifies gen-
der bias into three dimensions: Speaking About
(gender of the topic), Speaking As (gender of
the speaker), and Speaking To (gender of the ad-
dressee). In this work, we focus on the Speaking
As bias, which usually appears in first-person sen-
tence translations.

Due to the limitations of annotated data sets, we
can only experiment on sentences by male and fe-
male speakers. More in-depth research on reduc-
ing the representational bias towards non-binary
speakers will be possible.

3 Related Work

Controlled Text Generation Some research fo-
cuses on fine-tuning a pre-trained model for a de-
sired attribute. Ficler and Goldberg (2017) pro-
pose a framework for neural natural language gen-
eration (NNLG) controlling different stylistic as-
pects of the generated text. The method results in
a class-conditional language model (CCLM), but
it is difficult to separate the desired attribute from
the generation model, i.e. the model is usually suit-
able for one task and needs retraining for another
attribute of interest. Keskar et al. (2019) mitigate
this issue by proposing a Conditional Transformer
Language (CTRL) model that is conditioned on
many factors including style, content, and task-
specific behavior. However, this is quite expensive.

1Code and documentation for the experiments are available
on https://github.com/tianshuailu/debias_
FUDGE.

Krause et al. (2021) suggest using discriminators
to guide the decoding of LMs. Kumar et al. (2021)
propose MUCOCO2 where they formulate the de-
coding process as a continuous optimization prob-
lem that allows for multiple attributes.

Gender Debiasing A common method to mit-
igate gender bias is to attach gender tags as pro-
posed by Vanmassenhove et al. (2018). In this
case, gender information is integrated into the
NMT systems via a tag on the source side. This
approach achieves improvements for multiple lan-
guage pairs. Given the original biased data set,
Zhao et al. (2018) propose to construct an addi-
tional training corpus where all male entities are
swapped for female entities and vice-versa. The
goal of the augmentation is to mitigate the bias by
training the model on gender-balanced data sets.

Gender Bias Evaluation Bemchmarks Zhao
et al. (2018) introduce a benchmark, WinoBias,
to measure gender bias in coreference resolution
with entities corresponding to people referred to
by their occupation. Another benchmark, Wino-
Gender (Rudinger et al., 2018), is a Winograd
schema-style (Levesque et al., 2012) set of min-
imal pair sentences that differ only by pronoun
gender. Based on WinoBias and WinoGender,
Stanovsky et al. (2019) compose a coreference res-
olution English corpus that contains sentences in
which the subjects are in non-stereotypical gen-
der roles. It is a standard test set to evaluate gen-
der stereotyping in MT. In contrast, MuST-SHE
(Savoldi et al., 2022) provides a fine-grained gram-
matical gender evaluation on word level and gen-
der agreement level, which makes it more suitable
to evaluate our model.

4 Method

In a controlled text generation task, it is usu-
ally nontrivial to retrain the model G to con-
dition it on the new attribute a. Yang and
Klein (2021) propose Future Discriminators for
Generation (FUDGE), a flexible and modular way
of conditioning the generative model G on the de-
sired attribute a that only requires access to the
output probabilities of G. FUDGE achieves this
by training a binary classifier that predicts at each
time step t whether the attribute a will be satis-
fied in the complete sequence, based on the already
generated tokens y0 − yt.

2The acronym for this algorithm stands for incorporating
multiple constraints through continuous optimization.



Figure 2: Illustration of four combinations between the underlying translation models G (translation
model trained on original data sets), Gt (translation model trained on tagged data sets) and two classifiers
Bf (feminine), Bm (masculine).

To see if gender tags improve FUDGE’s per-
formance, we have two underlying English–Italian
translation models, G and Gt. We train both mod-
els on the same sentence pairs, with the exception
that Gt’s data set includes gender tags on the En-
glish source side. The method of adding gender
tags is inspired by Vanmassenhove et al. (2018).
The desired attributes are feminine and masculine,
hence we train two classifiers Bf and Bm. Each of
them is combined with the two underlying transla-
tion models G and Gt, resulting in four combina-
tions, as illustrated in Figure 2.

An advantage of FUDGE is the fact that it only
needs access to the output logits of the generator
model, meaning G and Gt can be directly combined
with Bf and Bm without additional fine-tuning or
modification. This allows us to directly use G and
Gt as baselines.

5 Experimental Setup

5.1 Data

Europarl-Speaker-Information consists of Eu-
roparl (Koehn, 2005) tagged with speaker infor-
mation, including the gender of the speaker. We
chose Europarl-Speaker-Information (Vanmassen-
hove and Hardmeier, 2018) because it contains
44.5% first-person sentences, which makes it suit-
able for the kind of gender bias the experiments
focus to reduce, i.e., Speaking As.

ParlaMint 2.1 is a multilingual set of 17 cor-
pora containing parliamentary debates, including
gender tags (Erjavec et al., 2021). In Italian, the
adjectives and participles are marked with the gen-
der of the speaker in certain grammatical contexts.

In the full data set, the utterances where the gen-
der of the speaker is marked are relatively sparse.
Hence, we removed sentences that do not con-
tain adjectives or participles for these experiments,
since these cannot be marked for the gender of the
speaker. The sizes of the original data set and the
amount we used are shown in Table 1. In addi-
tion, to ensure balanced positive and negative class
sizes, we used the same amount of utterances by
female and male speakers to train the classifiers.

MuST-SHE v1.2 is a multilingual benchmark
allowing for a fine-grained analysis of gender
bias in Machine Translation and Speech Transla-
tion (Savoldi et al., 2022). MuST-SHE v1.2 con-
tains 656 first-person sentences out of 1073, which
makes it suitable for the evaluation of FUDGE.

Table 1 provides an overview of the three data
sets along with the information on how they were
used in our study. We used the English–Italian part
of Europarl-Speaker-Information (Vanmassen-
hove and Hardmeier, 2018) to train and test the un-
derlying translation models G and Gt. The mono-
lingual Italian ParlaMint 2.1 corpus (Erjavec et
al., 2021) was used to train and test the feminine
and masculine classifiers Bf and Bm. Finally, the
English–Italian parallel data from MuST-SHE v1.2
(Savoldi et al., 2022) was used to compare FUDGE
and tagged FUDGE against the baselines.

5.2 Training
To get the underlying translation models G and Gt,
we first trim the vocabulary of the pretrained mT5-
small (Xue et al., 2021) from HuggingFace (Wolf
et al., 2020)3 to a smaller vocabulary of 25,000
3https://huggingface.co/google/mt5-small



Europarl-Speaker-Information ParlaMint 2.1 MuST-SHE v1.2

Type en-it parallel it monolingual en-it parallel

#sentences
total 1.29M 996.5k 1095
used 1.20M 91.6k 1073

M:F ratio
total 2:1 2.5:1 1:1
used 2:1 1:1 1:1

Usage train G and Gt train Bf and Bm evaluation

Table 1: An overview of the language type, gender ratio and the usage of the corpora. Europarl-Speaker-
Information (Vanmassenhove and Hardmeier, 2018) English–Italian parallel data sets contain double
the amount of utterances by male speakers compared to female speakers and were used to train and test
the underlying translation models G and Gt. ParlaMint 2.1 (Erjavec et al., 2021) Italian monolingual
data sets were used to train and test the feminine and masculine classifiers Bf and Bm. MuST-SHE
v1.2 (Savoldi et al., 2022) English–Italian parallel data sets were used to evaluate FUDGE and tagged
FUDGE. Both ParlaMint and MuST-SHE data sets that were used for the experiment have an equal
amount of utterances by female and male speakers.

standard FUDGE tagged FUDGE

feminine masculine feminine masculine

λ = 0 27.2 27 27.5 27.1
λ = 1 27.1 27.0 27.3 26.9
λ = 2 27.0 26.8 27.2 26.9
λ = 3 26.9 26.7 27.0 26.7
λ = 4 26.5 26.6 26.6 26.5
λ = 5 26.2 26.4 26.2 26.5

Table 2: The BLEU scores of standard FUDGE and tagged FUDGE with both feminine and masculine
classifiers, i.e. the four models illustrated in Figure 2. Each model was tested on λ ranging from 1 to 5.
When λ = 0, the classifier does not contribute, hence the first row represents the BLEU scores of the
baselines.

English and Italian subword entries.4 We then
fine-tune the trimmed mT5 on the English–Italian
part of the Europarl-Speaker-Information (Van-
massenhove and Hardmeier, 2018) data set with
adapted example scripts provided in the Hugging-
Face Transformers repository. G and Gt share
model architecture and training hyperparameters.

For the two classifiers Bf and Bm, we use
the same amount of filtered sentences by female
speakers and male speakers, i.e. 45,800 sentences
each.5 The architecture of the classifier is a 3-

4We tokenize 4.5 million English and Italian sentences with
the mT5-small tokenizer and keep the 25k most frequent sub-
words as the trimmed vocabulary.
5Filtering based on part of speech (POS): We kept only sen-
tences that contain adjectives and/or participles since those
are the only POS that can be marked for the gender of the
speaker.

layer causal LSTM (Hochreiter and Schmidhu-
ber, 1997) with a hidden dimension of 512. The
FUDGE classifiers use the same vocabulary as the
generation models (trimmed mT5-small). While
it is not mandatory, we choose to initialize the
embeddings in the classifier using the pre-trained
mT5-small. Alternatively, embeddings can be ini-
tialized randomly or using another pre-training
method. To train Bf , sentences by female speak-
ers are the positive class, whereas in training Bm,
sentences by male speakers are the positive class.

5.3 Evaluation

For evaluation, we use SacreBLEU (Post, 2018)6

to calculate the BLEU scores. Furthermore, we use

6For reproducibility reasons, the version signature is
“nrefs:1|case:mixed|eff:no|tok:13a|smooth:exp|version:2.3.1´´



the MuST-SHE challenge set (Savoldi et al., 2022)
to assess the models’ performance at two levels of
granularity, i.e. word-level parts-of-speech (POS)
gender evaluation and chain-level gender agree-
ment evaluation. Both POS and agreement chain
annotations are on the Italian side.

For word-level evaluation, MuST-SHE performs
a fine-grained qualitative analysis of the system’s
accuracy in producing the target gender-marked
words. MuST-SHE computes the accuracy as the
proportion of gender-marked words in the refer-
ences that are correctly translated by the system.
An upper bound of one match for each gender-
marked word is applied to prevent rewarding over-
generated terms.

For agreement-level evaluation, MuST-SHE in-
spects the agreement chain coverage and transla-
tion accuracy. Each agreement chain is composed
of several agreement terms. The agreement chain
is in coverage only when all the terms appear in
the translation (regardless of their gender forms).
Then MuST-SHE further evaluates the accuracy of
the in-coverage chains. Either the agreement is not
respected (No), or it is respected with the correct
gender (Correct) or wrong gender (Wrong).

6 Results

6.1 BLEU

Table 2 shows the BLEU scores of standard
FUDGE and tagged FUDGE with both feminine
and masculine classifiers, i.e. the four models il-
lustrated in Figure 2. The hyperparameter λ deter-
mines how much weight is accorded to the clas-
sifier’s predictions during inference. We test each
model with λ ranging from 1 to 5. When λ = 0,
the classifier does not contribute, hence the first
row in Table 2 represents the BLEU scores of the
baselines. The baselines have the highest BLEU
scores for utterances by both female speakers and
male speakers. With the increase of λ’s value, the
BLEU score either does not change or decreases.

6.2 MuST-SHE Gender Translation
Evaluation

Word-level Gender Evaluation Table 3 displays
the word-level feminine and masculine form open-
class POS accuracy of standard FUDGE and
tagged FUDGE with λ ranging from 1 to 5. The
first rows (λ = 0) display the accuracy scores of
the two baselines. Adj-des denotes descriptive ad-
jectives. As shown in Table 3a, For both standard

and tagged FUDGE, the accuracy of all three fem-
inine form open-class words improves with the in-
crease of λ, while both the baselines and FUDGE
maintain high accuracy on masculine form open-
class POS, as displayed in Table 3b.

Chain-level Gender Agreement Evaluation
Table 4 shows the feminine and masculine gender
agreement evaluation results of standard FUDGE
and tagged FUDGE with λ ranging from 1 to 5,
again, the first rows are the accuracy of the base-
lines. As shown in Table 4a, for the feminine
agreement chains, the tagged baseline has more
correct agreement chains and less percentage of no
agreements than the standard baseline. With the
increase of λ, standard FUDGE has more correct
agreement chains than tagged FUDGE and a lower
percentage of wrong or no agreements. Table 4b
illustrates that both the baselines and FUDGE are
quite accurate on the masculine agreement chains.

7 Discussion

7.1 BLEU

The first row in Table 2 demonstrates that the
tagged baseline improves more on utterances by
female speakers, indicating that the advantage of
adding a gender tag to the English source side is
more noticeable for sentences by female speakers.
This result is somewhat expected since there are
more utterances by male speakers in the training
data, as shown in Table 1, i.e. the model is more
likely to produce masculine forms by default.

On the other hand, the BLEU scores of both
standard and tagged FUDGE decreases with the
increase of λ. Since the classifiers were trained
on a relatively small amount of data compared to
the generation models, their fluency and grammat-
icality is not as good. Giving the classifiers more
weight during generation while correcting for gen-
der mistakes also makes the output less fluent com-
pared to the mT5-small baselines.

Table 5 illustrates an example of overcorrec-
tion: This sentence is uttered by a female speaker,
but the translation of the English word, medium,
mezzo, is a noun, not an adjective. However, with
high enough λ, FUDGE overcorrects this to a fem-
inine adjective form, media.

7.2 MuST-SHE Gender Translation
Evaluation

Word-level Gender Evaluation As displayed in
Table 3a, for both standard FUDGE and tagged



standardFUDGE taggedFUDGE

V erbs Nouns Adj-des V erbs Nouns Adj-des

baseline 27.4 11.4 35.4 27.3 13.5 36.3
λ = 1 43.7 12.8 42.9 39.5 13.2 45.7
λ = 2 60.6 13.2 61.2 56.3 20.5 55.1
λ = 3 62.1 10.8 55.1 63.6 14.3 61.7
λ = 4 70.1 11.8 61.2 67.1 15.4 64.6
λ = 5 71.0 17.1 61.4 62.9 19.0 66.0

(a) The feminine form open-class POS accuracy

standardFUDGE taggedFUDGE

V erbs Nouns Adj-des V erbs Nouns Adj-des

baseline 87.8 97.6 94.3 94.4 97.6 94.1
λ = 1 91.4 96.3 94.4 94.5 97.5 92.2
λ = 2 92.9 97.5 94.2 95.8 97.5 91.7
λ = 3 94.1 97.4 94.1 93.1 97.5 92.2
λ = 4 96.9 97.5 94.1 97.0 97.3 96.1
λ = 5 96.6 97.5 92.0 95.5 97.5 91.8

(b) The masculine form open-class POS accuracy

Table 3: The feminine and masculine form open-class POS accuracy of standard FUDGE and tagged
FUDGE with λ ranging from 1 to 5. The first row displays the accuracy scores from the baselines.
Adj-des denotes descriptive adjectives.

FUDGE, the accuracy of all three open-class
words improves, especially for verbs and descrip-
tive adjectives. The classifier helps with the trans-
lation of gender-marked terms. As shown in Ta-
ble 6, the gender of the speaker is female, meaning
that the word sure needs to be translated into the
feminine form certa or sicura. Both the standard
baseline and the tagged baseline translate sure to
the masculine form sicuro, while FUDGE corrects
it to sicura.

The accuracy of nouns improves with FUDGE,
however, the overall accuracy on nouns is much
lower than on verbs and descriptive adjectives. A
possible explanation is that participles and adjec-
tives refer to the speaker more commonly, and
are thus marked with the gender of the speaker,
whereas cases where a speaker refers to themselves
with a noun (e.g. I’m a doctor) are much less fre-
quent in our data sets consisting of parliamentary
sessions. Nouns in many cases refer to someone
other than the speaker, and thus do not necessarily
match the gender of the speaker.

Chain-level Gender Agreement Evaluation
The first row of Table 4a shows the agreement

chains percentage of the baselines. The tagged
baseline performs slightly better than the standard
baseline. With the increase of λ, FUDGE im-
proves the percentage of correct agreement chains
and reduces the percentage of wrong agreement
chains. Furthermore, standard FUDGE performs
better than tagged FUDGE.

8 Conclusion

We explore controlled text generation in the con-
text of gender bias by utilizing Future Discrimina-
tors for Generations (FUDGE) (Yang and Klein,
2021) in combination with a pre-trained model,
mT5-small. Our experiments show that baseline
models generally work well on masculine forms
since those are much more frequent in the train-
ing data Table 1. However, a targeted evaluation
reveals that the baselines tend to mistranslate fem-
inine forms. Controlled generation with FUDGE
can correct this considerably. Moreover, we ob-
serve a trade-off between fluency and gender bias.
This is attributed to the fact that our FUDGE clas-
sifiers are trained on a relatively small amount of
data compared to the generation models. As a con-



standardFUDGE taggedFUDGE

Correct ↑ Wrong ↓ No ↓ Correct ↑ Wrong ↓ No ↓

baseline 45.5 36.4 18.2 48.6 37.1 14.3
λ = 1 52.8 33.3 13.9 45.7 34.3 20.0
λ = 2 57.9 28.9 13.2 52.6 31.6 15.8
λ = 3 52.8 27.8 19.4 56.7 27.0 16.2
λ = 4 57.1 20.0 22.9 51.3 32.4 16.2
λ = 5 63.6 18.2 18.2 44.7 34.2 21.1

(a) Feminine gender agreement chain accuracy

standardFUDGE taggedFUDGE

Correct ↑ Wrong ↓ No ↓ Correct ↑ Wrong ↓ No ↓

baseline 91.1 3.6 5.4 96.2 0.0 3.8
λ = 1 94.5 1.8 3.6 94.4 1.9 3.7
λ = 2 94.4 1.9 3.7 94.2 1.9 3.8
λ = 3 94.4 1.9 3.7 94.4 1.9 3.7
λ = 4 96.5 0.0 3.5 96.2 0.0 3.7
λ = 5 92.3 0.0 7.7 94.7 1.8 3.5

(b) Masculine gender agreement chain accuracy

Table 4: The feminine and masculine gender agreement evaluation results of standard FUDGE and
tagged FUDGE with λ ranging from 1 to 5. The first row displays the accuracy scores from the baselines.
Correct denotes the agreement is respected with the correct gender, Wrong denotes the agreement is
respected but with the wrong gender, and No denotes the agreement is not respected. The numbers
represent the percentage of each case.

EN The internet is a medium ...
Ref Internet è un mezzo ...

FUDGE Internet è un media ...
BASE Internet è un medio ...

Table 5: An overcorrection example of tagged
FUDGE when λ = 4 on a sentence by a female
speaker. The correct translation of the English
word medium should be the masculine noun mezzo.
The baseline uses a wrong masculine noun medio,
which refers to “middle finger”. FUDGE overcor-
rects medio with a feminine noun media, means
“average value”.

sequence, assigning greater weight to their predic-
tions leads to a reduction in fluency and a decrease
in BLEU scores. Ideally, the classifiers should
be trained on more data. If this is not an option,
FUDGE needs to be carefully balanced to obtain
improvements without harming the fluency of the
translations.

EN I am sure you will agree ...
Ref Sono certa che sarà d’accordo ...

FUDGE Sono sicura che lei concorderà ...
BASE Sono sicuro che lei concorderà ...

Table 6: A correct translation example of tagged
FUDGE with λ = 3 on a sentence by a female
speaker. FUDGE translates the English word sure
into the correct feminine form, sicura, while the
baseline generates the masculine form, sicuro.
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